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ARRMA® 1/8 NERO BIG ROCK 6S BLX 4WD RTR

Cool scale looks plus Diff Brain innovation
RC drivers looking for a truck that has it all — look no further than
the NERO BIG ROCK. Massive size, unstoppable toughness and
extreme BLX brushless power are only some of the advantages this
big machine has to offer.
Next, add revolutionary Diff Brain technology. Already proven in the
famous ARRMA NERO, the Diff Brain enables BIG ROCK racers to
switch between four versatile driving styles (Blast, Wheelie, Drift and
Climb) on the fly, right from the transmitter. Each style engages a
special combination of the three gear diffs to achieve the best traction
and handling for specific tasks and terrains.
So the BIG ROCK looks as awesome as it runs, ARRMA has topped
it off with a scale double cab truck body painted entirely black. Scalelooking wheels and tires add even more amazing realism — as does
the very generous supply of gleaming chrome accents.
Many high-performance upgrades come as standard equipment. For
example, there’s a fully sealed, heavy-duty universal joint drivetrain,
plus front and rear skid plates, heavy-duty shock rods, shock mounts
and much more. Check out all the BIG ROCK details at arrma-rc.com.

Available: Mid-October
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NERO Big Rock BLX 1/8 MT w/Diff Brain RTR
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Features

■■ Scale double cab truck body
■■ Durable chassis with low CG for optimal control
■■ BLX 2000kV 4075 brushless motor with finned
aluminum can
■■ BLX200 waterproof ESC with integrated cooling fan
■■ Tactic TTX300 radio with built-in Diff Lock
Control System
■■ Heavy-duty lockable gear diffs
■■ Gunmetal-colored anodized aluminum parts
■■ Aluminum slider driveshafts and twin vertical
plates
■■ 16mm inboard-mounted aluminum shocks with
super-duty springs
■■ Quick-release side mounted battery boxes

Specifications

Length: 21.7 in (551 mm)
Width: 17.6 in (447 mm)
Height: 10 in (253 mm)
Wheelbase: 14.9 in (378 mm)
Weight: 13.5 lb (6.12 kg)
Requires: (2) 2-3S 5000mAh LiPo batteries (35C 5000mAh
minimum, 35C+ 5000mAh+ recommended) with XT90
connectors, (4) “AA” batteries, charger, LiPo charging bag

$769.99
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